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At Dutch Made, we believe in living beautifully. From the heart to 

the home, our vision is a world filled with beauty. A world where 

families gather in the kitchen to make grandma’s recipes. A world 

where people feel good about themselves, because they live a life 

surrounded by warm people and wonderful craftsmanship.

It is the skill and workmanship of thousands of hand-crafted 

custom doors, endless custom colors, and the unique application 

of finishes and materials that has earned us the reputation of, 

“If you can dream it, we can build it.” Our 53-year history of 

success began with two men working by gas light in a chicken 

coop—all the while staying committed to their vision to fill the 

world with beauty. Word of mouth and repeat customers has been 

the testimony of Dutch Made craftsmanship since 1967.

Built on the belief that enduring style is achieved by merging art 

and function, we continue to create beautiful artisan cabinets 

with this time-honored technique. Our luxury cabinets combine 

our vision of steadfast tradition and constant evolution with a 

commitment to serve the people who use them. That’s why every 

kitchen is made to stand up to years of slamming drawers and 

putting away dishes.

While style has changed over the decades and we have moved 

beyond our humble beginnings, our passion remains the same—

enduring quality that brings timeless beauty for generations.

Cover photo: Kitchen design by Chris Jacob, Jacob & Co., Detroit, MI

A HERITAGE OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

W H AT  W E  D O  R E F L E C T S 
A  PA S S I O N  F O R  T H E  A RT  O F  L I V I N G .
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DETAILED BY DESIGN

With a La Cornue range from France, heirloom copper 

pots and Dutch Made cabinetry that ’s detailed by 

design, this kitchen is a chef’s dream come true. 

Walnut cabinets in a New Pearl White finish feature 

drawer boxes with cut-out fronts that add architectural 

interest and make identifying contents quick and easy. 

Hutch-style cabinetry puts an updated spin on classic 

kitchen storage with a nod to the period of the home. 

And the island’s unique curved cut-out is more than 

decorative—it creates a wide enough aisle for walking 

between it and the curved wall opposite it.

Design by Karen Harautuneian

Hub of the House Design Studio by Karen Harautuneian, 

Beverly Hills, CA

“My client loves to cook and entertain 
so I designed this kitchen to be highly 
functional as well as beautiful. I knew 

from the start that I wanted this 
to be a Dutch Made space.”
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ZONED FOR HOME

Designed for how we live today, this kitchen features a large 

island with room for all—kids doing homework, guests hanging 

out and cooks prepping meals. Custom crafted of rich walnut 

with wide, deep drawers and integrated hardware, this sleek 

focal point is also practically perfect. Drawers like these make 

it easy for kids to reach snacks without disturbing the workflow 

around them; and adults love having so much drawer storage 

right where they need it. The result? A family-friendly island 

that doesn’t give an inch on style.

Design by Chris Jacob, Jacob & Co., Detroit, MI

“The custom capabilities of Dutch Made enable 
functional design without compromising style.”
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THE WORLD IS YOUR OYSTER
P O S SIB IL IT IE S  A RE  L IMIT LE S S 

WITH  D UT CH  M A D E  D O O RS

Select from our standard door types, or create your 

own. Even with our standard door styles, you can make 

selections on various thicknesses, edge profiles, panel 

options, drawer fronts, curve radius, and finishes. Or 

work with your designer to create something exclusively 

made for you.

SPECIAL DOOR 831 
Color Match on maple

SPECIAL DOOR 822A 
Warm Tan on HDF

URBANA 
Champagne on maple

ARTESIA 
Black on quarter sawn 
white oak veneer

ARTESIA 
Carmine Red on quarter 
sawn white oak veneer

TERRACE 
Gray Fog on maple

SPECIAL DOOR 826 
Color Match on maple

SPECIAL DOOR 826 
Color Match on maple

COUNTRY FRENCH 
Alabaster on maple

SPECIAL DOOR 826 
Color Match on maple

ARTESIA 
Natural on reconstituted 
Wenge veneer

SPECIAL DOOR 424O 
Azure on alder

TUSCANY 
Dark Tobacco on cherry

MADISON 
Color Match on rift cut 
white oak

SPECIAL DOOR 804A 
Color Match on rift cut 
white oak

WINDSOR 
Mission White on HDF

COUNTRY FRENCH 
Dove on maple

SPECIAL DOOR 822A 
Color Match on maple

SPECIAL DOOR 816 
Color Match on rift cut 
white oak

SPECIAL DOOR 822 
Color Match on walnut

ARTESIA 
Moody Blue on maple 
veneer

SPECIAL DOOR 825 
Color Match on maple

SPECIAL DOOR 824 
Aged Windsor on alder

NORTHWOOD 
Grizzle Gray on HDF

SPECIAL DOOR 823 
Color Match on quarter 
sawn white oak

MILANO 
Unusual Gray on HDF

WINDSOR 
Sand Castle on HDF

SPECIAL DOOR 826 
Color Match on walnut

VALLEY FORGE 
Tawny on alder

SPECIAL DOOR 712A 
Envy on maple

HAMILTON 
Evening Dover on HDF

WINDSOR 
Color Match on walnut

SPECIAL DOOR 841 
Super White on maple

TERRACE
Color Match on maple

REVIVAL
Sahara finish on rift cut 
white oak

COUNTRY SQUIRE
Almost Black on HDF

SPECIAL DOOR 737 
Driftwood Walnut on walnut

SPECIAL DOOR 744A 
Mission White on maple / 
walnut

SPECIAL DOOR 424B 
Simply White on maple

MANHATTAN
Gray Fog on maple

TERRACE
Rich Chocolate on cherry

OXFORD
Stone Blue on maple / HDF
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THE DUTCH MADE DIFFERENCE
Made in the USA for over 52 years, Dutch Made elevates 

the standard of luxe cabinetry through endless create-a-

door possibilities, thousands of custom colors, sheens and 

textures; and millwork that finishes the look with exceptional 

designer detail.

We’re eco-friendly, too, because even the most beautiful 

cabinets aren’t worthy of damaging our planet. Our 

operation meets and exceeds environmental stewardship 

criteria, as defined by the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers 

Association (KCMA). On our products, you’ll find the KCMA 

“Environmental Stewardship Program” seal which certifies 

that we follow sustainable and responsible practices that 

benefit the environment.

A  PA S SIO N  TO  SURPA S S  THE  S TA NDA RD

• We offer a limited lifetime warranty

• Only the finest materials will do

• Ours is a truly custom approach fueled by 

your imagination

• Expert craftsmanship because of highly skilled 

designers and woodworkers

• Masterful finishing techniques

• A reputation you can rely on, 50+ years and counting

• Made in Indiana and with showrooms across the U.S., 

which supports American workers and the communities 

in which they live

To learn more and find the Dutch Made showroom nearest you, 

please visit: dutchmade.com
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To view more possibilities, visit our website at: www.dutchmade.com

10415 Roth Road  /  Grabill, Indiana 46741  /  260.657.3211

DM-1000-0420


